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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is frequently 

exposed to attackers. The data transmission in secure 

channel enhances the data confidentiality. This paper 

discusses multiple schemes with different approaches. 

Periodic key updating becomes a main point in the design of 

each scheme. The key updating enhances the security level 

because of the difficulties added in the network cracking. 

The performance of each scheme is discussed to show the 

drawbacks of the public ideas used in the design of these key 

management schemes. One of these drawbacks is the 

drawback in the mathematical use of the modular function 

to generate a shared key between the two parties. This 

drawback is used in the new schemes and it is illustrated in 

a numerical example in this paper. The results show also the 

preference of key updating with each packet to the other 

discussed schemes.  

 

Keywords - Pairwise Key; Shared Key; Key Updating; Public 

and Private Keys. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The data exchange between the Bases Station (BS) and 

the sensor nodes in secure channels is the main task of the 

key management schemes. These schemes authenticate 

both the sensor nodes and the BS with each other and 

manage the keys distribution between them. Attackers 

have the ability to analyze the traffic to get the encryption 

keys [1]. Hence, periodic updating of these keys enhances 

the security level and leads to increase the difficulties of 

the network cracking.  

 

Multiple key management schemes are summarized and 

discussed in this paper to show different aspects used to 

authenticate the sensor nodes and BS with each others. 

the drawback of Diffie Hillman Algorithm will be 

discussed in this paper  since it is repeated in many new 

schemes. This drawback is in the use of modular 

operation to get the shared key and it will be shown in the 

discussion of the Diffie Hillman algorithm.  

 

The main problem in the design of key management 

schemes is the exchange of the encryption keys without 

cracking. Some of these schemes are to secure the 

communication channels using preloaded initial key, 

others use two different keys, public and secret keys, and 

third category of schemes  considered the absence of  

attackers with the initial communication and no need to 

the initial key. The performance analysis of these schemes 

will show the best approach used to secure the 

communication channels in Wireless Sensor Network 

(WSN). The organization of the paper is as follows: 

section 2 introduces the related work of the key 

management schemes while their performance analysis 
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discussed in sections 3. Finally, the conclusions of these 

discussions are shown in the end of this paper. 

  

2. Related Work 
 

Scheme 1: Diffie Hillman Encryption Algorithm 

Diffie Hillman algorithm (key-exchange) was developed 

by Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hillman at Stanford 

University [2]. It can be used to establish a shared secret 

key that can be used by the two parties for data encryption 

algorithm. The Base Station (BS) announces two keys, 

pDH and gDH, and uses a secret key, xDH. Each sensor node 

in the WSN has a secret key, yDH. The procedures to 

generate the shared key-used to encrypt the identities of 

both sensor nodes and BS during the authentication 

process-are as follows: 

 

Step 1: the BS uses the two public keys, pDH and gDH, and 

its secret key, xDH, to generate a new key, KBS, as in 

equation (1) to send it to the sensor node. 

Step 2: The sensor node generates a shared key, KDH, used 

in identities encryption from the received key, KBS, and its 

secret key, yDH, as in equation (2). 

Step 3: The sensor uses the two public keys, pDH and gDH, 

and its secret key, yDH, to generate a new key, KSN, as in 

(3) to send it to BS. 

Step 4: BS generates the shared key, KDH, from the 

received key, KSN, and its secret key, xDH, as in (4). 

 

DH

x

DHBS
pgK DH mod=        (1) 

 

DH

yx

DHDH
pgK DHDH mod=                     (2) 

 

DH

y

DHSN
pgK DH mod=        (3) 

 

DH

xy

DHDH
pgK DHDH mod=                                                   (4) 

        

Scheme 2: Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA) 

Encryption Algorithm 

In the RSA algorithm, the BS announces two keys and 

keeps two secret keys. The sensor node uses the two 

public keys to encrypt the message and the BS uses one of 

the secret keys to decrypt the message. The RSA steps are 

as follows [3]: 

 

Step 1: BS chooses two very large prime keys; pRSA and 

qRSA. 

Step 2: it calculates nRSA=pRSA×qRSA   

Step 3: it calculates ФRSA=(pRSA-1)×(qRSA-1)  

Step 4: it chooses a random prime key, eRSA, and then 

determines dRSA as in (5). 

Step 5: BS sends eRSA and nRSA as public keys used in the 

identities encryption. 

Step 6: sensor node encrypts a plain text, PRSA, with the 

two keys, nRSA and eRSA, as in (6) to get a cipher text, 

CRSA. 

Step 7: BS decrypts CRSA by using dRSA and nRSA to get 

PRSA, as in (7). 

 

1mod)( =×
RSARSARSA

ed ϕ        (5) 

 

RSA

e

RSARSA
nPC RSA mod=        (6) 

 

RSA

d

RSARSA
nCP RSA mod=                  `     (7) 

 

Scheme 3: ElGAMAL Encryption Algorithm 

The BS chooses a secret key, xEEA, and broadcasts three 

public keys (gEEA, qEEA, and GEEA) to all sensor nodes [4] 

and also broadcasts EEAx

EEAEEA gh =  to all sensor nodes for 

authentication. The sensor node computes 

EEAy

EEAEEA gC =1  and EEAy

EEAEEA hS =  and then encrypts its 

message mEEA by computing C2EEA=mEEA.SEEA. The 

sensor node sends C1EEA attached with C2EEA to the BS. 

The BS recovers mEEA by computing EEAX
EEA

EEA

C

C

)( 1

2 .  

 

Scheme 4: Elliptic Curve Encryption Algorithm 

The BS specifies the selected point, pE, in the curve and 

preloads it to all the sensor nodes and generates a public 

key, QE, and QE= dE.pE which is calculated from its 

private key, dE, to broadcast it to all the sensor nodes [5]. 

If a sensor node senses a message, mE, and in order to 

send it to the BS, then this sensor node will specify a 

point ME on the curve corresponding to mE. Then, this 

sensor node sends two messages to the BS, CE1 and CE2, 

where CE1=KE.pE and CE2=ME+KE.QE and KE is the 

private key of the sensor node. BS can recover ME from 

CE1 and CE2 using the relation CE2-dE.CE1 because CE2-

dE.CE1=(ME+KE.QE)-dE.(KE.pE) = (ME + KE.dE.pE) - 

dE.(KE.pE) = ME. 

 

Scheme 5: An Efficient Key Management Scheme for 

Data-Centric Storage Wireless Sensor Networks 

Each node in the WSN is pre-loaded in a unique master 

key, Kai, and an initial key, Kainit. Kai is used for secure 

communication between both the sensor nodes and the BS 

while Kainit is deleted from the nodes memory after 

generation of pairwise keys, cell key, and Exclusion Basis 

System (EBS) keys during the key setup phase in each 

cluster [6]. The pairwise key and cell key are used to 

secure the communication between each sensor node its 

neighbors and its Cluster Head (CH) respectively, while 
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the EBS keys are generated in each CH to update the keys 

of each sensor node in the cluster. The keys updating 

depends on notification messages from the CH to update 

the keys of this cluster and also notification messages 

from the BS to update the keys of all sensor nodes in 

WSN with each CHs-election process.  

 

Scheme 6: An Efficient Key Distribution Scheme to 

Secure Data-Centric Routing Protocols in Hierarchical 

Wireless Sensor Network 

The BS uses a common key, Global key, preloaded in 

each sensor node to secure the communication channels of 

the network [7]. The BS updates the Global key to another 

key, Group key, to send it to all the sensor nodes. The BS 

uses the Group key instead of the Global key and the 

sensor nodes use the Group key to communicate with the 

CH to send its encryption key, pairwise key, to secure the 

communication channel between them. These keys are 

updated through CH.  

 

Scheme 7: A Secret Sharing-Based Key Management 

in Hierarchical Wireless Sensor Network 

The Secret Sharing-based Key Management (SSKM) 

provides various session keys based on different 

polynomials from BS in different periods which can 

protect the network and reduce the high probability of the 

common key [8]. The session keys, a network key and a 

cluster key, are used to secure the BS-CH and CH-sensor 

nodes communication channels respectively.  

 

a. The network key management process 

1. The BS broadcasts three keys (N, g, Q) to sensor 

nodes in the network where: N is generated from 

two prime numbers and ],[ 2
1

NNg ∈ . 

2. Each CH sends (IDCHi, yi) to the BS where IDCHi 

is the CH identification and yi is encrypted by the 

secret key xi or yi=gximodN  where: ],2[ Nxi ∈ , 

of CHi. 

3. The BS unicasts (yo, fcin(IDCHi)(yi)
xo) to each CHi 

where: fcin is one of general polynomials in BS 

shown in (8) and yo=gxomodN which is encrypted 

by the secret key  xo , ],2[ Nxo ∈ , of BS. 

4. The BS broadcasts a key, Zin, to all sensor nodes 

to use it in the generation of the session key. 

5. CH can get the network key as in (8 and 9). The 

network key, K, will be K=Zcin-Scin.    
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b. The cluster key management process 

1. The CH sends a random number, xCHi, to BS. 

2. The BS sends (IDCHi, yi) to the sensor nodes 

in the cluster where yi=gxCHimodN. 

3. Sensor nodes send (IDi,r, yi,r) to the BS where 

IDi,r is the sensor node ID and yi,r=gxi,r modN 

which is encrypted by the secret key  xi,r of 

the sensor node i. 

4. The BS unicasts (IDCHi, fCHi (IDCHi)(yi,r)
xCHI) 

to the sensor node in CHi and BS sends 

(IDi,r, fCHi (IDi,r)(yCHi)
xi,r) to CHi. 

5. The sensor node will compute fCHi (IDCHi) as 

in (10). 

 

ri
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6. The CH will compute fCHi (IDi,r) as in (11). 
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7. The sensor node sends (IDi,r, fCHi (IDi,r)) to 

CHi. 

8. The cluster key can be obtained as the same 

as the network key. 

 

Scheme 8: An Energy-Efficient Key Pre-distribution 

Scheme for Secure Wireless Sensor Networks using 

Eigenvector  

This scheme depends on important properties of the 

matrix to design the key pre-distribution scheme [9]. It 

depends on the generation of the Eigenvector and 

Eigenvalues of the matrix to get the session key between 

two sensor nodes. These sensor nodes exchange their 

results, MS and Md, to generate the session key and 

updating this session key in the future depends on the new 

keys, Ms and Md, and the previous session key.  

 

Scheme 9: A Dynamic Key Management Scheme 

Based on Secret Sharing for Hierarchical Wireless 

Sensor Networks   

The scheme depends on an initial key, KD, preloaded in 

each sensor node [10]. This key is used to distribute IDs 

suggested by the BS to every cluster in the WSN and also 

to encrypt the encryption key, rD1. The BS sends the 

encrypted key, EK(rD1), attached to its hashed code, h(rD1). 

Each sensor node in each cluster decrypts the received 
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encrypted key to get rD1 which is used to generate its 

cluster key, CKi, as in equation(12) and also validates the 

received h(rD1) by the stored one, h'(rD1), as an 

authentication process.  

 

To establish secure communication with the BS, the CHs 

and the BS generate a key by a master key, BK. Firstly, 

the BS sends 
DD

Kr ⊕
2

||h(rD2)||EK(yDi) to a CH, CDi, where 

rD2 is another random number and yDi=f(xDi) is the 

response of a generated polynomial by the BS due to 

applying xDi=h(rD2+IDi) to it. CDi recovers rD2 and yDi and 

also regenerates xDi as shown later. All CHs in WSN 

exchanges their IDs and their results, IDj||EK(xDj||yDj), and 

each one recovers (xDj||yDj) using the shared key, KD, and 

generates the master key, BK, as in (13). The BS updates 

CK and BK periodically to enhance the security level of 

the WSN. The updating of the CK and BK results in  

updating rD1 and rD2 respectively.   
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Scheme 10: An Authentication and Key Establishment 

Scheme for the IP-Based Wireless Sensor Networks 

The proposed scheme has suggested using a public key for 

every network and a private key generated from the public 

key for the communication channel between each two 

sensor nodes in the same network [11]. The generation of 

the public key depends on two generated codes: node 

share and network share as in equations (14-15) where 

(PSN, GSN) and (PN, GN) are the pair of the prime 

number and group generator of the network entity and 

Network Security Manger respectively, cf is the point on 

the elliptic curve, pf is the prime field generator, and 

IPNetwork is the Internet Protocol of the network. The 

private number is generated from the public key as in (4). 

 

Public Key =
ff

pTS mod⊕                                         (14) 

Where: 

• Sf= Node Share=
SNSNfNETWORK

pGcIP mod⋅⋅   

• T= Network Share= 
NNf

pGS mod⋅      

 

Private Key= (Public Key ⊕ Random Number)-1
SN

pmod

       (15) 

 

When the sensor node moves from the network xa to the 

network ya, it requires to get the public key of the network 

ya. So, it sends its node share to the Network Security 

Manager of the network ya, without encryption, which 

generates the public key as in equation (14) and sends 

back to the sensor node. 

 

Scheme 11: Authenticated Nodes in Wireless Sensor 

Network 

The BS preloads two keys in each sensor nodes, ns and Ks, 

which both vary from one sensor node to another [12]. 

Both keys are generated in the BS based on stored secrete 

key, Pv. The sensor node starts its secure communication 

with the BS by attaching ns with its encrypted message 

using Ks to transmit them to the BS. The BS generates Ks 

from ns to decrypt the encrypted message and Ks is 

updated with each packet during the encryption process 

and also during the decryption process. The keys updating 

processes depend on two different S-boxes [12]. The 

contents of these S-boxes are secret and stored in both BS 

and sensor nodes. The BS uses the updated Ks to reply to 

the sensor node and attaches new keys at the end of this 

message. These keys are the new ns and Ks to use them in 

the next authentication process and also a key, Kp, for the 

communication between the sensor nodes and their CH. 

The CH and the sensor nodes can update their key, Kp, 

with the first transmission between them. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 
 

The discussed key management schemes showed different 

approaches to secure the communication channels. These 

different approaches can be classified the schemes into 

three groups. Schemes 5, 6, and 9 suggested to preload 

initial key(s). Schemes 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, and 11 are based 

on public key(s) and/or secret key(s). Scheme 8 depends 

on the absent of attackers during the initial 

communication between the sensor nodes. The keys of 

these schemes are updated periodically depending on the 

previous keys to secure the communication channel or 

with each packet and with each message as shown in 

scheme 11. Through the discussion of these schemes, we 

note some drawbacks. These drawbacks enable attackers 

to crack most of these schemes. These drawbacks are 

shown as follows: 
 

Scheme 1: Diffie Hillman Encryption Algorithm 

There are a mistake in Diffie Hillman algorithm in his 

calculations. This mistake occurred in many key 

management schemes. This mistake is 
CHDHCH y

DH

x

DH

y

BS
pgK )mod()( =  =

DH

yx

DH
pg DHDH mod . The 

sensor node received KBS and did not receive DHx

DHg  and 

DH
p separately. So, when the sensor node wants to encrypt 

KBS, he will encrypt KBS and will not encrypt DHx

DH
g  alone 
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and both solutions are not equal; the result of 

(
DH

Yx

DH
pg DHDH mod ) is always less than DHp  while 

CHDH y

DH

x

DH
pg )mod( is not always less than DHp . And also, 

at BS, 
DH

yx

DH

x

SN
pgK DHDHCH mod)( ≠ . The next numerical 

example will show the ability of BS and sensor node to 

generate the same shared key: 

1. Let gDH=5, pDH=11, xDH=4, and yDH=7.  

2. So,  CHDHCH y

DH

x

DH

y

BS
pgK )mod()( =  = (54 mod 11)7 

= (625 mod 11)7 = (9)7 = 4782969.  

3. And also, CHDHCH x

DH

y

DH

x

SN
pgK )mod()( = = (57 mod 

11)4 = ( 78125 mod 11)4 = (3)4 = 81 which is not 

equal to CHy

BS
K )( = 4782969.  

4. And also, even if the modular is applied to the 

results (if it is used in both parties), they are not 

equal because 4782969 mod 11=4 and 2187 mod 

11 =9.  

 

So, as a final result, Diffie Hillman algorithm has a 

mistake in his calculations and can't generate a shared key 

in both sides and this assumption, 
CHDH y

DH

x

DH
pg )mod( =

DH

yx

DH
pg DHDH mod , must be removed 

from the key management schemes because as we showed 

later: “the result of ( DH

Yx

DH pg DHDH mod ) is always less 

than DHp  while CHDH y

DH

x

DH
pg )mod( is not always less than 

DHp ”. CHDH y

DH

x

DH
pg )mod( =

DH

yx

DH
pg DHDH mod  is correct 

only when DH

yx

DH pg DHDH ≤ and if 
DH

yx

DH
pg DHDH > then, 

CHDH y

DH

x

DH
pg )mod( ≠

DH

yx

DH
pg DHDH mod . 

 

Scheme 2: Rivest, Shamir and Adleman (RSA) 

Encryption Algorithm 

• BS announces eRSA and nRSA as public keys. The sensor 

node uses these public key to encrypt his message, but 

RSA does not consider the inverse direction because 

both the sensor node and attackers know eRSA and nRSA 

to decrypt any encrypted message from BS to the sensor 

node. So, attacker can crack the RSA easily from the 

inverse direction.  

• Equation (6) can be written as 

RSAe  )Cn(mP
RSARSARSA

+⋅= where: m=0, 1, 2, …. Both 

eRSA and nRSA are public keys and known. And also, 

CRSA is known which is the received encrypted message. 

PRSA is an integer value because each byte value in 

[0,255] range. So, PRSA will be limited to some values 

because RSAe  )Cn(m
RSARSA

+⋅ must be integer which 

increases the probability to crack the system to high 

level. So, the attackers can crack RSA from multiple 

encrypted packets from the sensor node to the BS. 

Scheme 3: ElGAMAL Encryption Algorithm 

The BS uses gEEA as a public key and sends hEEA to the 

sensor node. Both hEEA and gEEA are broadcasted to the 

sensor nodes. So, the hackers can get xEEA using the 

relation xEEA=ln(hEEA)/ln(gEEA). And also, 

yEEA=ln(C1EEA)/ln(gEEA). 

 

Scheme 4: Elliptic Curve Encryption Algorithm 

• The Elliptic curve is not suitable for the encryption or 

for the authentication in both directions. For example: 

if BS tends to encrypt a message, it will use its secret 

key, dE, and send CE1 attached with CE2 where: 

CE1=dE.pE and CE2=ME+dE.QE. The sensor node will 

use his secret key, KE, to recover ME by the same way 

but, CE2-KE.CE1≠ME because CE2-KE.CE1=(ME+dE.QE)-

KE.(dE.pE)=(ME+dE.dE.pE)-KE.(dE.pE) ≠ME.  

• Each sensor node can get the secret key, dE, of the BS 

easily as it identifies the two parameters of the relation 

QE=dE.pE which are used to encrypt its message. In 

addition, the BS can get the secret key, KE, of the 

sensor node from the received CE1 because pE is known. 

 

Scheme 5: An Efficient Key Management Scheme for 

Data-Centric Storage Wireless Sensor Networks 

Although the author refers to the use of a unique master 

key for future secure communications with the  BS, a 

respective master key for each node for key updating is 

used. The BS will face difficulties to deal with the unique 

master key and also the respective master key for each 

sensor node.  

 

In the case of the unique master key, the author 

considered this solution is a drawback as he showed in his 

comments on the related work because the security 

defense might be thoroughly destroyed while attackers 

crack any node in the network to get the unique master 

key. Attackers do not need to monitor each cluster 

individually; they just need to monitor the reception of the 

BS from CHs to get all the sensed data. In the case of the 

respective master key, the BS can't store in its database a 

unique key for each sensor to update their keys and this 

idea is not acceptable as is clear from the author’s 

comments on the pairwise key scheme. 

 

It is suggested to use a common key for all sensor nodes 

and this key will be updated with each CHs-election 

process because the sensor nodes do not use this key 

except with CHs-election process only. And also, BS 

broadcasts a common key for all CHs after the CHs-

election process and this key will be updated with each 

message. 
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Scheme 6: An Efficient Key Distribution Scheme to 

Secure Data-Centric Routing Protocols in Hierarchical 

Wireless Sensor Network 

The sensor nodes are exposed to the maintenance for long 

time or reduction in their energy level. The two expected 

problems can prevent the senor node to share in the key-

updating time. The no sharing in the key updating can 

cause a problem with the network to transmit a sensed 

data. This problem will appear in a huge number of 

sensor nodes and this matter is expected in the near time 

with the first days of operating  the sensor nodes in WSN.  

 

Scheme 7: A Secret Sharing-Based Key Management 

in Hierarchical Wireless Sensor Network 

To recover fcin(IDCHi), (yi)
xo should equal to (yo)

xi. There 

are two cases to calculate (yi)
xo and (yo)

xi. The two cases 

will be shown by examples.  

 

Case 1: let N=21, xi=4, xo=2, and g=6. The results of 

(yi)
xo and (yo)

xi will be (yi)
xo = (gxi mod N)xo = (64 mod 

21)2 = (1296 mod 21)2 = (15)2 = 225 and (yo)
xi = (gxo mod 

N)xi = (62 mod 21)4 = (36 mod 21)4 = (15)4 =50625. So, 

(yi)
xo and (yo)

xi are not equal. Note that: (yi)
xo = (gxi mod 

N)xo does not equal to (yi)
xo = gxi*xo mod N because (yi)

xo = 

gxi*xo mod N = 64*2mod 21=68mod 21=1679616 mod 21 = 

15.      

 

Case 2: Consider yi=(g mod N)xi and do not consider 

yi=(gxi mod N). Also, consider yo=(g mod N)xo and do not 

consider yo=(gxo mod N). Let N=21, xi=4, xo=2, and g=6. 

Then, (yi)
xo=((g mod N)xi)xo =(g mod N)xi*xo and (yo)

xi=((g 

mod N)xo)xi =(g mod N)xo*xi. So, (yi)
xo and (yo)

xi are equal 

to each other but, if we consider case 2, then , attackers 

can get xi and xo from the communication channels easily 

because xi=( ln yi ) / (ln (g mod N)) and xo=( ln yo ) / (ln 

(g mod N)). From xi and yi, the attacker can get the 

session key easily.  

 

As a result, the scheme can not be applied if we consider 

case 1 and the scheme can be cracked easily if we 

consider case 2. The same comment can be made to the 

cluster key management process.         

 

Scheme 8: An Energy-Efficient Key Pre-distribution 

Scheme for Secure Wireless Sensor Networks using 

Eigenvector  

The generation of Ms and Md depending on the 

eigenvectors and the Eigenvalues is a good approach but 

the results of the two sensor nodes, Ms and Md, are 

exchanged in no secure communication. Also, the key-

updating depends on the previous session key which can 

be obtained from the previous process. Even if the two 

sensor nodes use a common channel to exchange Ms and 

Md, the problem of the common key will remain there. 

 

Scheme 9: A Dynamic Key Management Scheme 

Based on Secret Sharing for Hierarchical Wireless 

Sensor Networks   

• The hash function is not suitable to generate a key for 

encryption because it generates a signature code with 

few bits. 

• The attaching of h(rD1) to EK(rD1) increases the 

possibility that attackers can get rD1. 

• The validation of both the received h(rD1) and the stored 

one, h'(rD1), is not right process because the receiver 

does not know the generated random number before the 

reception.  

• All CHs exchange their IDs in no secure channel to 

generate BK so, attackers can use these IDs to crack 

and analyze the traffic and also these IDs can be used to 

discover the keys. 

• The key updating process considers the sensor node 

active always and the updating of rD1 and rD2 

periodically does not consider the maintenance of 

sensor nodes or the reduction of their energy level to a 

low value at some time which adds an obstacle to the 

WSN. The no sharing in key updating time means the 

sensor node becomes out of the communication with the 

sensor nodes. This problem can affect on many sensor 

nodes at some time and can cause a great problem and 

adds great efforts to the operator to deal with this 

problem.  

 

Scheme 10: An Authentication and Key Establishment 

Scheme for the IP-Based Wireless Sensor Networks 

Equation (14) shows that Sf-length is less than pSN length. 

So, T-length must be the same length of Sf which leads us 

to generate a public key of a length less than or equal Sf-

length as in equation (14) or PSN-length. Thus it could be 

concluded that there is no need to use PSN in equation (4) 

which can be rewritten as in equation(16). 

 

Private Key= (Public Key ⊕ Random Number)-1         (16) 

 

The motion of the sensor node to a new network requires 

to apply these steps on a secure channel with the network 

security manager of the new network to get a private key 

to communicate with the neighboring network in the new 

network but, the image cannot specify the destination 

node ID to request the communication with this network 

because the communication channel is secure. Even if he 

knows his neighbor ID, he does not need to apply these 

generation steps to get a private key, instead the network 

security manager of the new network can generate a 

private key directly for both nodes (if they know each 
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other). So, it should use a common key for all the 

networks or the sensor node should request the common 

key of the new network before leaving his network 

because the sensor node does not know any secure 

communication with the new network. 

 

Scheme 11: Authenticated Nodes in Wireless Sensor 

Network 

The use of ns and Ks enhances the security level more 

than the others because of: 

• The dependence on an updated key, Ks, to encrypt the 

message. 

• The keys is updated with each packet, message, and CH 

election process. 

• The dependence on using a secret channel for each 

node separately without storing keys in the memory of 

the other sensor nodes which solves the problem of 

memory overload as in the pairwise key management 

scheme. 

• No negative effectiveness on the share of the sensor 

nodes with the BS after the maintenance or the battery 

charge.  

• No dependence on public key(s) to encrypt the data.  

• No use of  the same key to encrypt  two successive 

packets. 

• The use of updated keys with the CH rather than the 

updated keys used with the BS.  

 

It is suggested to embed ns key within the bits of the 

encrypted message rather than the attaching before to 

enhance the security level.   

 

4. Conclusions 
 

The data security in the WSN is based on the key 

management schemes used authenticate the sensor nodes 

to each others and also with BS. These schemes secure the 

communication channels in the WSN and exchange the 

encryption keys used to encrypt the exchanged data in the 

communication channels. Many different schemes are 

discussed in the paper. The concepts of these schemes are 

based on two aspects. These aspects are the preloading 

initial key(s) in each sensor node and the dependence on 

the use of public and secret key(s). The discussion of these 

schemes showed the drawbacks of these schemes. These 

drawbacks give the ability to the hackers to crack the 

network. The error in the use of modular operation to get 

the shared key and the dependence on a public key to 

encrypt/decrypt the data are two drawbacks discussed in 

this paper. The two drawbacks are famous in most key 

management schemes. The schemes are analyzed to show 

the mistakes in the use of these different approaches to 

avoid to use them in the future. The key-updating 

periodically is one of the suggestion used in the modern 

schemes. Most of the schemes depend on the key-updating 

through BS and one of the discussed schemes updates its 

keys with each packet independent on BS. The key-

updating with each packet enhances the security level 

without memory overload and cares the drawbacks of the 

other schemes. The results show the preference of scheme 

11 which based on key-updating with each packet to the 

others.   
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